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ABS'ffiACT 

Two groups of ten r a ts served as subjects in a three-phas e 

st udy of the prod uction a nd uti l iza tio n of odor c ues in the 

runway. Bo t h gro ups were t ra i ned under double-alternat ion 

patterns o f r e wa r d-no nre ward , wi th one group se rv i ng as start

box odo r -dono r s ub ject s and t he s econd group s erving as run 

subj ec t s that actually traver s ed the runway. During Phases 

I and II the run subjects were food-reinforced and the odor

donor s ubjects were water-reinforced. These phases differed 

onl y with regard to the sequence of trial administration. In 

Phase III both groups were water-reinforced. The double-alter

nation reinforcement schedules were positively correlated in 

all three phases. The results indicated that significant 

double-alternation patterning occurred only in the goal measure 

during Phases I and II. However, significant patterning was 

shown in all three measures in Phase III. These results suggest 

q u i te s trongly that odor cues are deprivation-state dependent 

a nd are seen as being supportive of a biological-constraints 

i nterpretation. 
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GIAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Traditionally resea h · h · · re int e area of ani mal learn ing 

has made the implicit assumption that the behavior of one animal 

in an experimental apparatus has no influence on the behavior of 

subsequent subjects in the same apparatus. Recently, however, 

an area of research has developed which has as its prime objective 

to delineate the effect of subject-emitted odor cues on the maze 

behavior of subsequent animal subjects. Pioneering work in this 

area (Ludvigson and Sytsma, 1967) established that rats exude 

potentially discriminable cues, primarily on nonrewarded trials, 

to subsequent subjects. The results of the Ludvigson and Sytsma 

(1967) study indicated that under odor-maximizing conditions a 

double-alternation pattern of responding could be learned, but 

not under an odor-minimized condition. These results strongly 

suggest that odors can, and probably have, served as a strong 

source of contamination in animal research for many years. 

Since the publication of the Ludvigson and Sytsma study in 1967, 

various studies have shown that odors can serve as discriminative 

cues that allow subjects to predict what kind of goal event will 

ensue . For example, Ludvigson (1969) reported results which 

suggested that differential odor cues from preceding subjects 

d (N) trials could serve discriminaon reward (R) and nonrewar 

N U nless prior odors of the other type tive ly to signal R or , 

Cue from the immediately preceding tr ial. 
had neutralized the o dor 

1 



In a st ud y usi ng mice, o · (1 
avis 970) fo und that the mice were 

able to learn a do bl 
u e-alternation sequence under conditions 

where odor cues were maximized, b ut no t wh e n t he c ue s we re 

minimized, a fi nding wh ich approx1·mated 
t h e r e s ult s of the 

Ludvigson and Sytsma (1 967 ) st ud y wh i" ch e mp l o ye d rat s a s s ub -

jects . A st udy by Means, Hardy, Gabriel, and Uphold (1971) 

reporte d t h e re s ults of three experiments to test the adequacy 

of odor tr i als as discr i minative cues in a T-maze. The fir s t 

expe riment s howed that rats could select the arm entered by a 

rei nf orced subject when paper flooring (i.e., odor retention) 

wa s used a rid changed between pairs of subjects . Experiment II 

ut i l i zed essentially the same procedure, with the exception 

that a regular wooden floor was used throughout the trials. 

2 

Here, however, the subjects did not display discriminative learn

ing. Later the subjects on wooden floors were able to learn 

discriminations after the number of preceding rewarded subjects 

was increased from one to six (Experiment III). This led Means 

~ al (1971) to conclude that discriminative odor trails were a 

we ak o dor cue, bu t s ufficient to influence discrimination learning. 

Using an unusually large number of subjects, two-hundred 

and twenty-five rats, McHose (1973) tested for preference of 

1 d t a · 1s The findings from rewa rd, nonreward , or neutra o or r 1 • 

1 d that Preference to a particular odor trail this study re vea e 

d P rev 1·ous schedule of r e ward tra i ning. epended large l y on 
Ra ts 

· f d wi t h a cons tant r ewa r d that had been continuo u s l y rei n or c e 

to N odors, wh i l e s ubje cts th a t received 
value preferred R 

d tra ining or downward shifts in reward 
part i al or varied rewar ' 
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amo unt d i d not. 
These findings, although detracti ng s omewhat 

from the generality of th d 
e O or hypothesis, offer f urther evidence 

of the effect of odor on research due t o the emphasis placed 

on previou s reinforcement history. 

A st udy by Pryt ul a and Davis (1974) indicated that doubl e 

alte rnation runway performance can be influenced by two source s 

of odor: 1) odor cues from donor-odorant subjects (i.e., sub

jects pl aced directly into the apparatus); and 2) odor cues 

from previous subjects that have actually traversed the runway. 

The results of this study indicated that in the initial segments 

(i.e., start and run measures) performance depended upon odor 

cues from donor subjects confined in the start box. However, 

performance in the terminal segment (i.e., goal) of the appa

ratus was primarily influenced by odor cues from pervious runway

trained subjects. 

A two-phase study conducted by Prytula and Payne (1974) 

revealed findings similar to those of a study previously reported 

by Bloom and Phillips (1973) dealing with the intensity of odor 

cues . Bloom and Phillips (1973) found that double-alternation 

subJ·ects when the air in the patterning would develop among 

h t d by a fan, but would not develop runway was not being ex aus e 

d Prytula and Payne (1974) employed 
when the air was exhauste • 

. d groups of subjects, the only difference 
two i dentically traine 

was trained and extinguished 
in procedure being that one group 

. . . d (fan blocked) condition, while the 
under an odor-intensifie 

d odor-red uced . d and extinguished un er an 
seco nd group was traine 

(fan open) conditio n. The lt re vealed that subjects trained 
resu s 
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under odor intensificatio d . . . 
n 1 scr1m1nated the reward-nonreward 

sch dule perfectly and were 
less resistant to extinction th an 

subjects trained under odor 
reduction. The Bloom and Ph illips 

(1973) st ud y had also id" t d n ica e that extinction occurred more 

rapidly following the odor intensifying condition. 

From another aspect of the odor hypothesis, studies have 

been cond ucted which indicate that odors of reward may elicit 

unconditioned approach responses while odors of nonreward may 

elicit avoidance responses. Wasserman and Jensen (1969) found 

that experimental extinction utilizing electric shock produced 

the emission of an olfactory stimulus which can be discriminated 

by a subsequently run subject, and which, further, elicited 

behavior that interfered with running for food reward. Similar 

behaviors were observed by Mellgren, Fouts, and Martin (1970), 

and by Prytula and Davis (1974), through negatively correlating 

the R and N conditions of the donor-odorant subjects with those 

of the run subjects. Due to an apparently more potent odor 

being exuded by a frustrated donor-odorant subject in the start 

to be escaping from the aversive box, the run subject appears 

odor and the alternation in responding is reduced. 

ht t research on odor production 
Following from the fact ta mos 

. f mentor nonreinforcement, with the excep-
has used food rein orce 

t d h"ch utilized water, 
tion of the Mellgren~~ (1973 ) s u y w 

1 

Harper' 
Tucker, Lewis, and Flood (1974) 

Davis and Prytula, 

f · t and intra-rein-
devised a study to test the effects o in er-

forcement cues . 
h study the runway trained 

In this three-p ase ' 



s ub jects d~ring the fir t 
s t wo phas e s o f the s tudy were water 

rei nforced and t h e dona d 
r-o or a nt s were food . reinforced. I n t he 

5 

t h ird p h ase bo t h g ro ups 
we re f ood reinforced, The results of 

this st udy indicated that 
appropriate double-alternation wa s 

s hown by the ru n s ub jects d 
ur i ng the first two phases only 

i n the goal section of the apparatus, 
However, when the depr i 

vation 
s t

ate of the donor-odorant subjects was shifted to coincide 

with that of the b · 
run su Jects (Phase III) the run subjects 

displayed double-alternation pattern;ng ;n 
L L all segments of the 

apparatus. Thus, it would appear that the only odor cues 

utilized by the run subjects during Phases I and II were those 

odors emitted by previous run subjects. However, during Phase 

III it would appear that both run-subject and donor-odorant 

cues were attended to by the run subjects. Therefore, an 

important generalization suggested by the Davis, tl al (1974) 

study was that odor-donor cues are utilized as discriminative 

cues only when the deprivation states of both the run and donor 

s ubjects coincide. Obviously, research of this nature has 

important ramifications in the general area of drive-state 

discrimination, and more specifically for theories of learning 

that i ncorporate drive-stimulus notions (e.g., Hull, 194 3 , 1952; 

1 6 ) If d ;fferent drives can, in fact, be Spence, 1956, 9 0. L 

d · · · t d th ;t would be possible for the underlying iscrimina e , en L 

s timuli associated with these drives to enter into the stimulus 

control of the instrume ntal response. Although some reports 

1953 ) have indicated that drive 
(e . g . , Am s el, 1949; Levine, 

the question of drive specificity, 
d isc rimination is p ossible, 



a nd h e nce, drive discriminat· 
ion, i s st i ll replete with failur es 

to obtain pred icted result s ( s ee M 
anning, 1956 ) . 

The prese nt s tudy was de signed to be 
a partial replication 

of the Davis~~ (1974) study. It will be recalled that 

these i nvestigators employed two 
groups of subjects: odor-

donors p laced in the start box and 
, runway trained subjects. 

As already noted, significant double-alternation patterning 

6 

was shown by the runway trained subjects only in the goal 

measure when the deprivation states of these two groups differed 

(i .e. , odor-donor subjects were food deprived and run subjects 

water deprived). Further, it was shown that a shift in the 

odor-donor reinforcement schedule had no effect on the perfor

mance o f the run subjects when the deprivation states differed, 

However, when the deprivation states were made similar (i.e., 

both groups placed on food deprivation) significant double

alternation patterning was displayed in all segments of the 

apparatus. As in the Davis, et al (1974) study, the present 

experiment utilized three phases, however, unlike the Davis 

~ ~ (1974) study the odor-donor subjects were water deprived 

and the run subjects food deprived during the first two phases. 

All subjects were water deprived during the third phase. A 

second difference concerned the reinforcement schedule employed 

during phase two. Unlike the Davis£.!. al (1 974 ) study in which 

run SubJ·ects reward schedules were negatively 
t he odor-donor and 

h e during the present st udy 
co rrelated during the second Pas ' 

the odor-donors and the run subjects 
reward schedules fo r both 

we re reversed ( i . e . , NNRRNNRR), 
Obviously, this study would 
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appear to be of consid e rable i mportance on several count s . 

First, it was d esigned to provide additional information conce r

ning t h e p rodu c tion and ut ili zation of odo r c ues. Second, if 

result s similar to those obtai ned by Davis et al (1974) are 

f ound, this VK>uld lend s upport to the position taken by these 

authors that odor cues are, in fact, deprivation-state depen

dent. Third, if the deprivation-state dependence of odor cues 

is demonstrated, this would lend support to the drive-discrimina

tion position mentioned above, and, in turn, lend support to 

traditional learning theories that emphasize such a mechanism. 



CHAPTER II 

METI-10D 

Subjects 

Twenty male albino rats, approximately ninety days old 

a t the beginning of the experiment were purchased from the 

Holtzman Company, Madison, Wisconsin, and served as subjects. 

Upon arrival the subjects were randomly assigned to two equal 

groups; Odor-Donor and Run, Seven days before the start of the 

experiment the Odor-Donor subjects were placed on a 23-hour 

water deprivation schedule while the Run subjects were placed 

on a food deprivation schedule which maintained them at 85% 

ad lib. body weight, These deprivation schedules continued 

i n effect during Phases I and II. During Phase III fil sub

jects were maintained on the water deprivation schedule. 

water or food was available to the food-deprived and water

deprived subjects, respectively, on an ad lib. basis in the 

home cage. Maintenance of the deprivation schedule took place 

foll owing the daily experimental session. 

Apparatus 

was a single straight runway, divided into 
The apparatus 

black run section, and a black goal box. 
a gray st art box, a 

recorded on all trials after 
Start, run, and goal times were 

. f photoelectric cells and the 
the interruption of a series 0 

don the start door. 
activation of a microswitch locate 

A 

f itted into the en pl as t i c receptacle 
d wall of the goal box 

se r ve d a s t h e goal cup. 
Ph ase III the goal cup was 

Dur ing 

8 



mod ified to allow the external tt h 
a ac ment of a ½ pint water 

bottle, with the sipper tube of t h 
e wat er bottle projecting 

slightly into the apparat us whe n h 
t e bott l e was i n place , 

During all three ph ases, a wa t er b t 
o tle, attached externally 

to t he side of the s tart box with the sipper tube extend i ng 

s lightly into the start box was employed, 

Procedur e 

9 

The experiment proper was preceded by a five-day pretraining 

phas e, At the beginning of pretraining, each subject was ass i gned 

a permanent identifying number (1 to 10) within his respective 

group. On the fourth and fifth days of pretraining each Run 

s ubject received a five minute exploration period in the un

baited apparatus. The Odor-Donor subjects received additional 

handling and taming on these days. During all five pretraining 

days the Run subjects received pellet-habituation to the 500 

mg Noyes reward pellets in the home cage (Days 1-3} and in 

the goal box (Days 4-5), 

During all three phases of the experiment proper, all 

s ubjects received eight trials, four reward (R) and four non

re ward (N), per day with all subjects completing trial one 

before trial two was begun , etc. 

jec ts was randomized each day. 

The order for running sub-

During Phase I (96 trials} 

h Run. subjects and · the Odorand Ph a se III (88 trial s ), both t e 

. . ht daily trials in an RRNNRRNN 
Donor s ubject s received their eig 

sequence, ) both groups received the i r 
In Phase II ( 24 trials , 

NNR RNNRR sequence, eight daily trials in an 
During all t hree 

t schedules were phases the reiniorcemen Positivel y correlated, 
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but deprivation state s were 

pos i t i ve ly corre l ated (i. e .' both 
groups were water deprived) 1 onJv in Phase III . Ph 

--=.._ ase II reve r sed 
the sequence of Rand N events, yet 

mainta i ned the positive 
correl a tion. 

Runn i ng a trial during Phases I 
and II involved placing 

the proper Odor-Donor subJ"ect ( 1· • e • ' Odor-Donor 1 was used 

when Run subject 1 was to be run 
' etc.) directly into the start 

box . (A full water bottle was in place on an R trial and an 

empty bottle in place on an N trial.) The Odor-Donor subject 

was then removed from the start box after a thirty-second con

finement period had elapsed, and the appropriate Run subject 

placed immediately into the start box. At the end of a ten

second confinement period, the Run subject was allowed to tra

verse the runway. On reward trials the Run subject received 

a 500 mg Noyes pellet. On nonreward trials the Run subject 

was confined to the goal box for 30 seconds. 

A one-day period followed completion of Phase II and pre

ceded Phase III. At the end of Phase II the Run subjects were 

shifted from food-deprivation to water-deprivation. As in 

Phaser and II, the Odor-Donor subjects were confined in the 

d W1.th a full water bottle on R trials start box thirty secon s 

· 1 The same procedures were and an empty bottle on N tria s. 

in the goal box during Phase I II• employed with the Run subjects 

confined for 10 
As in Pha3es I and II, the Run subjects were 

to traversing the runway. 
seconds in the start box prior 

It should be noted that the tops of the apparatus were 

Sheet 
of transparent plastic to prevent odors 

covered b y a thin 

I, 
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from dissipati ng . Al so , t h e sipper -tube a ccess ho l e i n t h e 

start box was plugged fol l o wing an Odor-Donor trial to preve nt 

odors from dissipati ng. 



CHAPTER III 

RESULTS 

The s~art, run and goal 1 t . 
' a e ncie s f o r e ach Run s ubject 

for each trial were recipr o cated and when 
multip l i ed by the 

appropri ate c o nstant y ielded s peed 
scores in meters per second. 

For p urposes o f stati s tical analysis d an graphing the speed 

scores for each Run subject for each block of 8 daily trials 

were c ombi ned in the following manner. The two adjacent 

trial s of t h e s ame nature (e th f" .g •, e irst two R trials, the 

first t wo N trials, etc.) were combined and averaged thus yield i ng 

compos i te R1, R2 , Ni, and N2 scores. Figure 1 presents the 

mean start, run, and goal speeds for the Run subjects during 

Phases I and II. The transformed scores for Phases I-III were 

subjected to a Subjects X Treatments {R vs. N) X Treatments 

(Days) analysis of variance. Tukey's procedure was used for 

all significant contrasts. 

The Phase I analyses were performed over the data from 

Days 10 to 12 (the point in training at which patterning appeared 

t o h ave been established in the goal measure and asymptotic 

d a res) The results behav ior shown in the start an run me su • 

of t he s e analyses indicated that the R vs. N factor was sig-

nificant, F ( l ,45) = 9.76, p<.ol, in the goal measure. 
No 

f d Thus , the statistical 
th . . f . t effects were oun • o er signi ican 

h graphical impression that sig
analyses are support ive oft e 

1 during Phase I , and 
nificant R vs . N p at t ern i ng d i d deve op 

·t d to the goal mea s ure . 
that this patterning was l i mi e 

1 2 



Analyses of the Phase II dat . . 
a indicated that the R vs. 

N factor was significant, F(l 45) -
11 · ' - , 23, P<,01, and, as 

in Phase I, that this significance wa s 
l i mited to the goal 

measure , No other signi ficant effects 
were produced by the 

Phase II analyses, 

Mean start, run, and goal speeds (meters per sec.) for 

the Run subjects during Phase III are shown in Figure 2. 

Analyses, similar to those performed on the data from Phases 

I and II, were performed on the speed data for Days 7 to 10 

(the point at which double-alternation patterning appeared to 

have been established in all three measures) of Phase III. 

The results of these analyses indicated that the R vs. N factor 

was significant in all three measures Gtart, F(l,63) = 5.96, 

P< 05 . run F(l 63) = 8.80, p<.ol,· and, goal, F(l,63) = 18.14, . ' ' ' 

p < . 01]. Additionally, the R-N by Days interaction was found 

to be significant, F(3,63) = 4.53, p<.05, in the start measure. 

Further analyses of the significant interaction indicated that 

· d"ff s1.·gnificantly on Day 7, but the R vs. N speeds did not 1. er 

did differ significantly (p<.os) on Days 8 to lO • . 

13 



GlAPTER IV 

DISCUSS ION 

As can be seen f rom F ig ure 1 'the str i king feature s o f 

Phases I and II are : 
(1) the development of significant do ub l e-

alternation p a tt erning by the Run subJ·e t 1 . 
cs~ in the goal 

meas ur e ' and ( 2) the lack of behavioral change on the part 

o f t he Run subjects when the double lt t· -a erna ion sequence was 

r e versed (i.e. , Phase II). These results are in general agree-

ment with the odor hypothesis (see, Ludvigson and Sytsma, 1967; 

Prytula and Davis, 1974) in that appropriate double-alternation 

patterning was shown, at least in the goal measure. However, 

in comparison with the Ludvigson and Sytsma (1967) study where 

food deprivation was employed exclusively, the water-deprivation 

patterning shown in the present investigation was slower to 

develop. This finding was also reported by Davis, et al. (1974), 

and adds support to the contention made by those authors that 

a qualitative and/or quantitative difference may exist between 

This odor cues produced under water- and food-deprivation. 

difference may, as suggested by Davis, et al. ( 1974), be attri -

butable to the relative severity of the respective water- a nd 

food-deprivation schedules. 

Concern i ng the motivational specificity of odor cues, the 

arrangement to that of the 
pre s ent s tudy, although a converse 

f f similar results . During 
Davis, et a l. (1 9 74) study, o ers 

t d run meas ures , 
exhibited in the star an 

Phase I, no pattern i ng was 

Odor-Donor subjects had no 
d ced by the s uggesting that odo r s pro u 

14 



i nflu ncP on the beh avi or of th R . 
e un subJect s . In Phase II 

when t he rei nf o rcement schedule 
was reversed from that of 

Phase I {RRNNRRNN to NNRRNNRR)' still no influence of the 

Odor-Donor cues was d iscernable in the Run subjects in the 

sta r t and run measures. Onl · th 
~ in e goal measure did double-

alternation patterning occur during these Phases, thus indi-

cating that the Run subjects~ responding to odor cues, 

but that the effective cues were limited to those odors exuded 

by previous Run subjects. Davis et al. (1974) observed this 

s ame pattern of results even though their odor-donor subjects 

were food deprived and their run subjects were water deprived. 

The striking similarity in the findings of these two studies 

seems to indicate that odor cues are indeed not generalizable 

across deprivation states. 

This contention is further substantiated by the results 

of Phase III. It will be recalled that during Phase III of 

15 

the present study~ the Odor-Donor and Run subjects were 

maintained under water-deprivation. The reinforcement schedules 

were as in Phases I and II, positively correlated. 
' 

It can 

double-alternation patterning be seen from Figure 2 that strong 

developed in all three measures. The obvious implication 

depr1·vation states of the subjects were being that when the 

the Odor-Donor subjects were 
equated the odor cues produced by 

predictor of the impending 
utilized by the Run subjects as a 

goal event. 
d b Davis, et 

fl.nding was reporte y The identical 

1 don food-
£ t heir subjects were pace al. (1974) when all o 

deprivat i on s chedules. 



Th 16 
r s ult s of the present s tudy 

would appear to contain 
several important pieces of i nformation . 

Fir s t , t hey are 
supportive of t h e dr i ve - specifici ty h YPothe s1.·s 

and t here fore 
s upport i ve of theories of lear ning ( 

e.g. , Hull, 194 3 1952 · 
' ' Spence, 1956, 1960 ) that employ this model. 

Second, the pre sent 

st udy demonstra tes , r a t her convincingly, that 
seperate com-

ponents (i .e. , s tart , run and 1 
, goa measures) of the instru-

mental re sponse chai n can be brought under independent control. 

In vie w o f this, caution should be utilized in the measurement 

and r e port i ng of such unitary measures as "total time" which 

migh t serve to obscure specific, . and often distinctly different, 

effects occuring in the separate components. Third, the moti

vational specificity of odor cues suggests that many animal

l earning situations are best cast within a biological-constraints 

model rather than a memory-mediated model. Thus, the results 

of Phases I-III of the present study indicate that the rat sub

j ect appears quite prepared to associate responses with certain 

stimuli (odor cues associated with the particular deprivation 

experienced by the subject) and unprepared to make other asso

ci ations (odors preduced under different deprivation states 

were not utilized. Lastly, the present study, as have previous 

& Sytsma' 1967·, Prytula & Davis, 1974; Davis , st ud i es (Ludv i gson 

attention to the necessity for taking et a l . , 1974), calls 

t 1.
·n the conduct of animal studies. 

possible odor c ues into accoun 

1 t be cleaned 
In the futur e a nimal s tud i es will need, literal y, 0 

up! 
t d by such 

a nd i nterpretations genera e Otherwise the ~at a 

q ue s t i onable at be st • studies wilJ. certainly be 
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APPENDIX: FIGURES 



Fig. 1 - Mean Start, Run, and Goal Speeds (meters per sec.) 
for the Run Subjects During Phases I and II. 
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Fig. 2 - Mean Start, Run, and Goal Speeds (meters per sec.) 
for the Run Subjects During Phase III. 
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